
The furniture market has experienced a dramatic surge in popularity for live edge
pieces in recent years. Live edge furniture, known for its raw and natural
aesthetic, has become a craze that has flooded the industry. However, amidst
this flood of live edge products, it is vital to emphasize the importance of finding a
reputable quality dealer with master Wood Workers.

Live edge furniture is a unique form of craftsmanship that captures the essence
of nature in its design. It showcases the natural edges of wood, incorporating the
organic shapes and imperfections into its overall appeal. This rustic yet
contemporary style has gained popularity for its ability to bring a touch of the
outdoors into any interior space. It is no wonder that the demand for such
furniture has skyrocketed, prompting the need for reliable dealers who uphold
exceptional quality.

One such company making waves in the live edge furniture market is Live Edge
Ace, a sub company of Ace Office Furniture Houston, located in Houston, Texas.
With their commitment to providing top-notch quality, Live Edge Ace offers
handcrafted live edge tables and furniture for dealers, designers, and individuals
all across the nation.



What sets Live Edge Ace apart from the competition is their dedication to
producing verified art wooden slabs sold as furniture antiques. These unique
pieces come with proof of ownership, and the company strives to present them
as items that have stood the test of time, hoping they become cherished
heirlooms for generations to come. This attention to detail and historical
significance is what truly sets Live Edge Ace apart.

The process of creating these stunning live edge pieces is truly an art form.
Skilled Wood Workers at Live Edge Ace meticulously select the finest wood for
their furniture, ensuring that each slab possesses the desired characteristics
such as color variation, grain patterns, and natural defects. These professionals
understand that the quality of the wood is crucial in creating furniture that will
endure the test of time.

Once the perfect slabs have been selected, they are carefully transformed into
masterpieces. The Wood Workers at Live Edge Ace employ traditional
techniques combined with modern technology to shape the wood, adding
exquisite details and finishes to enhance its beauty. Each step of the process is
conducted with utmost precision and craftsmanship, ensuring that every piece
meets the highest standards.

The slogan, "We do it the right way, but we do it different, we do it the Ace Way,"
embodies the philosophy of Live Edge Ace. They believe in doing things
differently, going above and beyond to ensure that their customers receive
exceptional quality and service. This commitment has earned them a reputation
as a trusted dealer of live edge furniture.

In a market flooded with subpar products, it is crucial to find a reputable dealer
with master Wood Workers. The craftsmanship and attention to detail at Live
Edge Ace provide customers with not only beautiful furniture but also a
guarantee of durability and authenticity. Whether you are a dealer, designer, or
an individual searching for a timeless piece, Live Edge Ace is a name you can
trust.

Yes the craze of live edge furniture flooding the market has generated a need for
reputable quality dealers. Live Edge Ace, a sub company of Ace Office Furniture
Houston, stands out as a top-notch provider of live edge tables and furniture.
Their commitment to producing verified art wooden slabs that tell a story of



authenticity and durability sets them apart from the competition. By upholding the
slogan "We do it the right way, but we do it different, we do it the Ace Way," Live
Edge Ace has established itself as a trusted name in the industry, offering
customers the opportunity to own cherished heirlooms that capture the beauty of
nature.


